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A STUDY ON THE UNICELLULARITY OF SOME

LOWER TRIANGULAR OPERATORS
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Joo Ho Kang1 and Hyoung Gu Baik

1. Introduction

The investigation of invariant subspaces is the first step in the attempt

to understand the structure of operators. We will investigate bounded linear

operators on Hilbert spaces which have the simplest possible invariant subspace

structure. In this paper, we are going to study some strictlylower triangular

operators which are shown to be unicellular under certain conditions.

We introduce a simple but key result which transforms the problem of

establishing whether a vector is cyclic for an operator to that of determining

whether a related operator is one-to-one. We firstintroduce some definitions.

Let Si be a Hilbert space and A an operator on Si. Let M denote a subspace

of 1. M is invariant under A means that Ax<=M for all xgM. The collec-

tion of all subspaces of Si invariant under A is denoted by Lat A. The operator

A is unicellularif the collection Lat A is totally ordered by inclusion. If J( is

a subset of Si, the span of Ji is the smallest subspace containing X and denoted

by span
<K.

If xgI then span {x, Ax, Azx, ･･･}is easily seen to be invariant

under A. The vector x is cyclic for A if span {x, Ax, A2x, ■■■}=siand M is

a cyclic subspace for A if span {x, Ax, A2x, ■■･}=M.

Let A be a bounded operator with ||^4||<1 on P, and let {ea,elt e2,■■■}de-

note the standard basis for P. Let x bea column vector in P. Then Anx is

a column vector in P for each n = l, 2, ･･･. Then we have an infinitematrix

＼_x,Ax, A2x, ･･･]'which will be denoted by SX(A). The matrix SX(A) is a

bounded linear transformation on P.

Let A be a bounded operator with ||^4||<1on P represented by a strictly

lower triangular matrix. Let Mn be the subspace span {en, en+1,en+2,■■■}for

each n=0, 1, 2, ■･･.Then every Mn is invariant under A, and {Mn＼n=0,1,2, ･･･}

is totally ordered by inclusion;
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Hence A is unicellularif its only invariant subspaces are {0} and Mn, n―0, 1,

2, ･･･,i.e. the collection hat A of all subspaces of P which are invariant under

A is {{0}, A/b|j= O, 1, 2, ･■･}.Let M be a subspace of P and M*= {Sn=oCnen:

N-terms

Sn=oCAGM}. If we let xN=(0, ■■■,0,1,£#+1,■■■)t^Pand Ms^spantear, At^,

A2x*, ･■･}then M^=(Ker(S*w04)))* and always M^C(KerS^(AV)*.

Lemma 1.1. Let A be a strictlylower triangular operator on I2. Then

(U*NAUN)nU*N = U*NAnPN for every n, N=Q, 1, 2, ･･･,where U is the unilateral

shift on I2 and PN the orthogonal projection on MN.

Proof. Let Af be a non-negative integer. For n = 0, U*N=U*NPN. We

assume that (U*NAUN)nU*N=U*NAnPN. Then

(U*NAUN)n+1U*N=(U*NAUN)(U*NAUN)nU*N

=(U*NAUN)U*NAnPN> by induction hypothesis

= U*yAPIfAnPN

=U*NAAnPN, since A is strictlylower triangular

=u*NAn+1PN. n

Lemma 1.2. Let A be a strictlylower triangular operator with ||A||<1 on

N-terms

P, N a non-negative integer and let xN ―(0, ■■■,0, 1, xN+1) ■･･)t^MN. MN is a

cyclic subspace for A, i.e. MN=MSN, if and only if Su*xSN(U*NAUN) is one-

to-one.

Proof. Mn―MSn, i.e. MN is a cyclic subspace for A, if and only if

(KerS£JA))*=Mh if and only if (Ker SSN(A))*dM^. Let j/e/2.

SSN(A)y=

AN

AxNl

A2xNl

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

So

Si

Xjf + i
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SSN(A)y=Q if and only if

0=

1

0

0

XN + 1

0

0

U*NxNl

U*NAxNl

yN

5>N
+ 2

y~N+i

y;n+2
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By Lemma 1.1, U*NAnxN = U*NAnPNxN=(U*NAUN)nU*NxN for each n=0, 1,

2, ･･･. Hence (Ker SSN(A))*(zMji, if and only if Su**SN(U*NAUN) is one-to-one.

□

Theorem 1.3. Let A be a strictly lower triangular operator with ＼＼A＼＼

<1 and U the unilateral shift on I2. Then A is unicellular if and only if for

any x-(l, xu ■■■)t^l2,SX(U*NAUN) is one-to-one for every JV=O, 1, 2, ･･･.

Proof. If A is unicellular, then Lat A= {0} u{MB}£=0. Let *=(1, xu ■■■)t

N -terms

e/2 and Af be a fixed non-negative integer. Then UNx = (0, ･･･, 0, 1, xu ■■■f^P

and Munx―span{UNx, AUNx, ■■■}is an invariant subspace of /2 for A and Mvnx

= Mn for some n. Clearly, Mvn
X―

MN. Hence MN is a cyclic subspace for A

and U*lfUlfx = x. Therefore SX(U*NAUN) is one-to-one.

Conversely, we assume that for any x = (l, xu ･･･)£e/2 SX(U*NAUN) is one-

to-one for every N=0, 1, 2, ■･･. Let M be an invariant subspace of /2. We

need to show that M is {0} or Mn for some non-negative integer n. Assume

that M^ {0}. Let TV be the least index of non-zero entries of all elements of

M. Then CK./V<oo, Md.MN and M contains a vector x of form (0, ･･･, 0, 1,

Xn+u ･･･)t- From the assumption SX(U*NAUN) is one-to-one. Hence MN is a

cyclic subspace for A, i.e. MN ―MxdM. Hence MN = M. □

Now we need some properties of strictlyupper triangular matrices in oder

to determine whether they are one-to-one. The following Theorem leads to

results on unicellularity.

Theorem 1.4 [6]. Let T and S be bounded operators on a Hilbert space M

represented by upper triangular matrices with respect to a fixed orthonormal

basis. Assume that all diagonal entries of T are non-vanishing, and that all
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diagonal entries of S are 0. If T is invertible and S is compact, then T+S is

one-to-one.

Corollary 1.5 [6]. Let C be a strictlyupper triangular matrix on a Hil-

hert space M with an orthonormal basis {en＼n=o- Let CN be an upper triangular

matrix whose firstN super-diagonals are zero, and the other super-diagonals are

same as C. If each of the N super-diagonals of C has entries converging to

zero, and CN is a compact operator for some N, then I+C is one-to-one.

2. Some Triangular Operators

In this section, we investigate the unicellularityof some strictlylower tri-

angular operator by using the results established in 1.

LEMMA 2.1 [4]. // A is the unilateral weighted shift operator with the

weight squence {an}, then ||i4*||=supre|n*=o awl, k ―l, 2, ･･･.

Lemma 2.2. Let A be the unilateral weighted shift operator on I2 with the

weight sequence {an) and m a non-negative integer. If an ＼0, then JJm{A) ―

S"=i nmAn is a bounded operator on I2.

Proof. Let {eAj=Q, 1, 2, ･･･} be the given orthonormal basis in I2. Then

where wn=~n?=J ak and wo=l So

J<n

j^n for each n = l, 2, ■■■

(An)kJ=<Anej, ek>

( Wj/Wj_n

otherwise.

It follows from Lemma 2.1 that ＼＼An＼＼― wn for each n = l, 2, ■■■.For a fixed

non-negative integer m,

lim

re-≫oo

(n + l)mwn+1

nmwn
lim(

w + 1

n

)

lim ^±L=O<1.
n-oo W n

||£/mC4)||= ||S nmAn＼＼^ |] rcm||,4B||=
fj

nmwn<oo
n=＼ re=l ≪=1

So t/m(i4) is bounded operator on I2. □

Lemma 2.3. Let A be a strictlylower triangular matrix on I2 with respect
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to the orthonormal basis {en} where the firstlower diagonal entries are nonzero

That is,

A=

0

a.2.,0

a3,o

0

^2,1

03,1

0

2

0

0

where ai+lii^0 for each i―0, 1, 2, ･･･. Then for i<j-＼-n ―l (An)ij―O and for

i^j+n

(4%=
i-1 / *n-l~i

=i+(7i-l) " 1＼*n-2=J+(n-2) n I n 2kn-i=j+(,n-l)

(･･･( S ak
k

{ I] ak
k

ak A)― ))

V ＼ft2=j+2 3 2＼*1=J + 1 2 X X ■7// //

where (An)ij is the {i, j)-component of An for n = l, 2, ･･･.

Proof. Since A is a strictlylower triangular matrix acting on P, An is a

strictlylower triangular matrix acting on P for each n. So (An)ij=Q for i^j.

For 2^/+l, using the induction,

Since akvj

Atj=<Aej, e<>=( S ak jek et)
＼*l=0 /

= S ak j(.ek , ety―dij
fei=O

*ej ed=iA{Ae3), ef>

( S ak
jek

2 ai,k ak j

),., =

=0 for kx^Lj, and aitk =0 for i<kY,

Assume that

i-1
(4%= 13 (ii,kak j

k1=7+1

S akl,j(Aekl, 6j>

i-1 / kn-2 1

2=; + (n-2)
2＼ftre_3=i+(n-3) n 2 n 3

(

-

(kS

aki,Jk^ aht,klakl,j))-))

＼ ＼k2=j+2 3 2＼ft1=y+l 2 X l // //

Then
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(A>%

＼ ＼*i=0 / /

fti=O J X

By the induction hypothesis

*1=0 ＼An_i=ft1+(re-2)

£-1
= 2 ai.kn

Since ak k =0 for k2^ku

G4%= S aiik
*n_,=*l+n-2

O-i.k
/ / ki~l I k3~1 ＼＼ ＼＼

/ / ki'x / kz~l / °° ＼＼＼ ＼

(■･･( S aki,ki a ak
k[^akt,kakJ))y")

＼ ＼A3=A1+2 4 i＼ko=k,+l 3 2＼&,=0 2 J J /// /

and

■.
(-

akl,j=O for ki^j, we have

/ k4~l /
*3"1

/ k2~1 ＼＼＼＼
{ S aki,ki S ak k[ S flta.fli.j -

i-1 / /
*4-l

/ ft3-l / fe2-l ＼＼＼ ＼
S aitk [■■■{ 2 fli4j3 S ak

k(
S fl*≪-*ia*i.>)))'")

*n_l=i+(≫-l) " x＼ ＼k3=j + 3 4 d＼ft2=i + Z 3 2＼fei=i+l 2 X X V// /

Thus this proof is complete. □

Consider a strictly lower triangular matrix A (||^4||<1)acting on I2 with

respect to the orthonormal basis {en}n=o which has the first non-zero lower

diagonal entries. That is,

0 if V£j

if i >J +1

where ai+i,i^O for each i=0, 1, 2, ･･･.

Let wo―l and wn=Hi=o ai+ui. By Lemma 2.3, (J4")n +A,*= Wn + */";ft for

n = l, 2, ･■･and /?=0, 1, 2, ■･･. For x=(l, xu x2, -Ve/2,

s

p=0

s-l
s

＼■**
)?i

+ s, n ■*■p~r X s for all s^O

So

wn+s

ws

0 otherwise.

Let DA be the diagonal operator with the diagonalsequence ＼wn}
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,,
w>

xj_i *=0, 1, 2, ･･■and j>i

otherwise,
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and

{rA)ij―

0 otherwise.

Then SX(A)=DA(I+CA+FA).

From now on, we will express Sx(A)=Da(1 + Ca+Fa) as the above way, if

A is a strictlylower triangular operator such that each An+Un is non-zero for

n=0, 1, 2, ･■-,where Atj is the (z, y)-component of A.

Lemma 2.4 [61. {an＼^lp for 1^6<°° fixed, and an 10, f/ien

sup(^) f -4-
ra-1

<oo for some K where wn= JJ_ak

k=0

Lemma 2.5 [6]. // {≪,}<=/"for some p with Kp^oo, and an ＼0, then the

above matrix CA is a compact operator on I2 where an+1 n= an-

Notation. Let A and B be two matrices. B^A means that bi^a^ for

alli, i.

Let A and B be strictlylower triangular operators such that An+Un = Bn+Un

^0 for all n=0, 1, 2, - and 5<A and let SX(A)=DA(I+CA+FA) and S*(#)=

DB(I-＼-CB+FB). Then for x = (x0, x1; x2; ･･･)^^2 such that x^O for all i=

0, 1, 2, ･･･,C^=CB and DA=DB. Since £<A B"<^". Moreover,

(FAhj= Wi

0 otherwise

and

(Fa)≪= Wi

[ 0 otherwise.

FB<FA

Thus we have the following Lemma.

Lemma 2.6. Let A and B be strictly lower triangular operators such that
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B<A and An+un = Bn+l,n^O for all w=0, 1, 2, ･･･. Let SX(A)=DA(I+CA+FA)

and SX(B)=DB(I+CB+FB). Then for x = (l, xx, x2,■■■)t(El2such that x^O for

alli=l, 2, -,

(a) FB<FA and

(b) FB is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if FA is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.

Theorem 2.7. Let A be the unilateral weighted shift operator acting on I2

with the weight sequence {an＼ and m a positiveinteger. If an i 0 such that

Sw2flS<oo,
71=1

then Vm(A) = A(I-＼-A)m~1is unicellular.

Proof. Let m be a fixed non-negative integer and let wn=II?=o1 ≪*and

i^o=l- Since

＼_A{I+A)mY=A＼I+A)mi

= Ai + miC1Ai+' + niC,Ai^+ ...+miri_1^i+i-1 + ^i+＼

we have

0

(Fm+104)% =

when j^l, k=j―l

otherwise,

miC}-k-i^f- when l<i<j―k^mi+l, k^O

0 otherwise.

Let x = (l, xu xt,■■■)t(El2.Then Sx(yn+1(A))=D(I+CA+F), where D is the

diagonal operator with the diagonal sequence {wn}, CA is the operator described

in page 8, and

J? UJffUJi1ij―

0 when j^i.

By replacing k by k + i we get

Sfcmaxti.J-milmiC^*― ^T**-i When j>i,

1ij―

0 when j^i.

If F is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then F is compact. So, by Lemma 2.5,

F+C4 is compact, and hence Sx(Vm+1(A))=D(I+CA-＼-F) is one-to-one by Theo-

rem 1.4. Therefore, we only need to prove that F is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
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We have by the Schwarz inequality that

where M=

v v IP 12<r

j= 2 1=1

Zja=o

j=2 i = l

･x> j-1 j-＼ / 11).

Zj Zj Zj mi^-j-kX
3=2.i=i k=max{i,j-mi) ＼Wk-＼Uli
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xk＼*<Coo. By interchanging the order of summation we have

;=2 max{l,(;/m +l)}Si6<; max(l, (7-fc/m)) sis * ＼lfk-i^i

― my* v v r2 ( 3 ＼

*=l ft<js(m+i)ftmax{i,(j-ft/m))s*s* Wi jWj/

*=1 7= 1 maxd, (j/m))siik ＼IVk-i^i '

by replacing / by j―k. Thus, in view of the fact that

^J mi^n j
maxjl,(j/m))sisk ＼W b-iW </

)･

m J n

where L

<s
mwfe2> .. *

(7"!)"aS ' <~

=S =i≪?<°°, we get

a2/

j=o j I i=o ; !

Corollary 2.8. Let A be the unilateralweighted

I2 with the weight sequence {an＼, m a non-negative

integer. If an I 0 such that Sn=i n2al<oo, then

(a) F(w)=23?=i A* and

(h) TFn,(n)=S?=i*mi4iare unicellular.

nPk*'

(/D'aS

which implies that F is a Hilbert-Schmidtoperator. In fact,it follows from

the assumption that thereis a positiveinteger N such that kak^l for any

k>N, so we have for any k^N

D

shift operator acting on

integer, and n a positive

Proof, (a) Let {x, V(n)x, (V(n))2x, ･･･]'= Dvln)(I+ CV(n) + FVin)). By

Lemma 2.3, Dv(n)=DA and Cv(.n)= CA. Let x=(l, Xj, x2,■■･)t^l2.Without loss

of generality we may assume that x^O for all /. Since F(n)-<I/n(^4),FF(n)-<

Fvn(A)- So FK(n) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator by Lemma 2.6. Thus Sj;(F(n))

= Z?x(/+Cjl+FK(B)) is one-to-one by Theorem 1.4. Since U*NV(n)UN has the
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same condition as V(n), Sx(U*NV(n)UN) is one-to-one for each N. Therefore

V(n) is unicellular by Theorem 1.3.

(b) Let x = (l, xx, xz, ■･■)£e/2(without loss of generality, we may assume

that x^O for all i), and Sx{Wm{n))=Dw{I+Cw+Fw), and Sx(Vnm+1(A)) =

DV(I+CA+FV).

Wm(n) = A(I+2mA+3mA2^ ＼-nmAn~l)

<A{I+nm+1C1A+nn+1CiA*+

■"■~＼~nm +l^n-lAn + ･･･ + nm +iC nm+iAn )

= A(!I+A)*m+1-1 = Vn1ll+l(A),

we have DW=DV=DA, CW=CV―CA and FW-^FV. As in the proof of Theorem

2.7, we see that Fv is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Therefore Fw is a Hilbert-

Schmidt operator by Lemma 2.6. Hence Sx(Wm(n)) is one-to-one. Since

U*NWm(n)UN has the same condition as Wm(n), Sx{U*NWm{n)UN) is one-to-one

for each N. So Wm(n) is unicellular. □
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